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DAY 1: 

The inaugural session of the First day of the 7-day FDP was presided by esteemed Prof. Anand 

Prakash (Dean, International Relations and keynote speaker), and attended by dignitaries like 

Dr. S. P. Aggarwal (Chairman, TLC, Ramanujan College) and Dr. Gyantosh K. Jha (Principal, 

ARSD College), Dr. V.K. Arora (IQAC Co-ordinator of ARSD College), Dr. Vinita Tuli (FDP 

Convener) and Dr. Anjali Gupta (Co-Convener) along with the organising committee members 

- Dr. Manika Jain, Dr. Vikas Kumar, Dr. Manisha and Dr. Anil, who welcomed the guests and 

the participants. The dignitaries emphasized the aptness of the theme of the FDP given the 

rushed-up, technology- intensive and individualism-oriented modern times. They were of the 

view that counselling and mentoring can assist humans in striking a perfect balance between 

work and relationships (professional and personal lives) resulting in happiness, satisfaction and 

zero-stress. The Chief Guest of the session Prof. Anand Prakash gave a broad outlay of the 

aspects which come under the purview of Counselling and Mentoring. Dr S.P Aggarwal, 

Principal, Ramanujan College appreciated the very idea of conducting an FDP on such a topical 

theme. Dr Gyantosh Kumar Jha in his address pointed out the need for training in Counselling 

and Mentoring for the teachers. The inaugural session concluded with a vote of thanks by Dr 

V.K. Arora. 

The second session of the day was conducted by Mr. Arindam Sen, CEO, Zyego. He 

explained theories and issues related to mental health. The session also highlighted the 

importance of experience sharing in building mentoring relationships. Participants were engaged 

interactively. The Post-lunch session was conducted by Mr. Arindam Sen and Ms. Lehar 

Malhotra by way of a panel discussion on the benefits, issues and challenges of mentoring. 

Participants were of the view that mentoring results in personal growth of the mentors besides 

ensuring mentees development. However, lack of time, expertise and institutional hurdles were 

recognised as major challenges to mentoring. Participants found this session very engaging and 

interesting. 
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DAY 2: 

Resource Persons: Dr. Arindam Sen and Ms. Lehar Malhotra 

Session 1 

The first session of the day started with a discussion on the issues raised by mentees while 

mentoring. It was observed that the most common challenges that students encounter in their 

personal and social lives are peer pressure, language barriers, economic problems, adjustment 

problems and hostel/accommodation related issues. This led to interactive insights by the 

resource persons about the mentoring procedure and the preparations involved therein; 

especially how to make mentee comfortable and win their trust. 

Session 2 

This session delved into the details of different types of mentoring activities that the teachers 

have to undertake because mentoring was not an isolated activity, which could be set in certain 

boundaries. A mentor may have to play the role of a coach, a teacher and/or a counsellor 

depending upon the demand of the situation. The session proceeded with an open discussion 

Page on real examples by the participants on issues related to career, culture, personal, 

adjustment, family etc., where they extended their role beyond a mentor to a counsellor or a 

coach. 

Session 3 

A panel discussion was organised between a group of students and a group of teachers (FDP 

participants) in the post-lunch session. It was a fruitful discussion, where students put forth 

various issues that they face relating to the mentorship system such as lack of time with teachers, 

lack of informal bonding, lack of awareness about the existence of the mentorship system and 

other real- life issues. Teachers playing the role of mentors addressed these issues one by one 

and suggested them on various points such as contacting them preferably at the scheduled time, 

limitations of the teachers themselves in terms of their skill-set etc. As a whole, the discussion 

ended up to the satisfaction of the students. 

 

DAY 3: 

Session 1 

Resource Person: Dr S. K. Garg, Ex-Principal, DDU College 

The day began with an intriguing session by highly experienced and immensely motivated 

academician and administrator who shared his experiences in menteeship/mentorship as a 

student, as a lecturer as well as an administrator. He explained various aspects of the university 
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mentorship system- what is mentoring, what are its different phases, what are the best ways of 

doing mentorship etc. His insights that the mentor should be selfless and that mentoring cannot be 

bound within limits won the applaud of the participants. 

 Session 2 

Resource Person: Ms. Lehar Malhotra, Psychologist 

The session started with the discussion on the importance of communication in the mentor-

mentee relationship so as to develop an initial comfort level and trust. The resource person 

explained the communication process model, steps involved, channels and barriers to 

communication with conceptual details as well as real life situations. The participants were 

engaged in an interesting role play to understand the concepts better to deal with real life 

mentorship process. 

Session 3 

Resource Person: Mr. Vineet Agarwal, Head, Business Development at L&T Finance and 

IL&FS The resource person being an industrial expert gave an insight into the areas of normal 

business situations and the frauds that happen in the corporate world by showing an interesting 

video clipping. The discussion was directed towards identifying the mentality, motivation, 

psychology and the thought process of the people who indulge in frauds and scams. Finally, the 

role of mentors in the corporate sector was emphasized to help people in being righteous, for 

the benefit of the institute as well as the society. 

 

DAY 4: 

Session 1 

Resource Person: Ms. Lehar Malhotra 

The day began with an energetic interaction between the resource person and the participants 

on the factors causing stress and burn-out to a teacher and/or a mentor and the mechanisms to 

cope with them. Participants came out with various factors which create stress in their 

professional lives such as pressure of work-life balance, overload of work, problem of time 

management, peer pressure, safety issues, frustration etc. The importance of coping with these 

stress factors was also discussed to enhances one's productivity and smoothen out one's 

relationships at work place and at home. Participants came out with various self-care strategies 

which they practice for coping with the professional stress. 

Session 2 

Resource Person: Mr Parthiv Shah, NID, Ahmedabad 

It was a session on mentoring and designing with the emphasis on the importance of art and design 
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therein. He integrated designing to the field of education and pedagogy. Design is something which 

relates to people. Mentoring is also very much similar to designing as both are practice-based, 

flexible, dynamic and evolving. 

 

Session 3 

Resource Person: Prof. Anand Prakash, DU 

In the post-lunch session, the eminent speaker shared his remarkable wisdom and long 

experience on how mentoring shapes the behaviour of mentee. With short stories and rea-life 

examples he emphasized that one should provide a customized solution to a particular problem. 

It was a very lively and interesting session. He explained how a mentor can help a mentee in 

recognising and overcoming the barriers to performance and improving self-assessment and 

decision-making skills. 

 

DAY 5: 

Session 1 

Resource Person: Mr. Aniket 

The resource person shared his life experiences to put forth the importance of mentoring, 

especially in the early years of a child. According to him a child is mentored by four different 

categories of mentors- parents, grandparents, teachers and older friends. Good mentors help 

shape a child’s personality and confidence by ‘responding’ and ‘not reacting’. Toxic mentoring 

should be a strict ‘no’. Participants were fully engaged in the discussion and found it very 

helpful. 

Session 2 

Resource Person: Mr. Tapas Sen 

According to Mr. Tapas the role of a mentorship program in a corporate is to help people deliver 

what they can actually do. Encouraging mentees to put forward their point of views leading to 

thinking diversity, dissent handling and forming of opinions are the strategic factors for modern 

mentorship system. The speaker propagated the “Buddy Model” according to which "if you 

fail, it’s my fault, if you win, it’s your success." 
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Session 3 

Resource Person: Prof. B. Bhattacharya (retd.), IIFT 

In the post-lunch session, the resource person deliberated on mentoring through self-

experiences. According to him, the best mentor-mentee relationship has been illustrated by 

Krishna and Arjun or Chanakya and Chandragupta. He emphasized on relationship building 

through trust and honesty. 

DAY 6: DAY 

OFF DAY 7: 

Session 1 

Resource Person: Mr Arindam Sen 

The session delved into the summarisation and takeaways of various important issues and 

topics on mentoring and support system. It was emphasized that mentoring is fundamentally a 

solution- seeking process, and not a solution-giving process. The mentor should be 

comfortable, in a good state of mind and not feeling any kind of pressure before mentoring. 

The support system for the mentors at institutional, personal and social levels help mentors to 

unburden themselves. The session was very interesting and interactive, where participants 

discussed their experiences and perspectives of what they have learnt from the FDP.. 

Session 2 

Resource Person: Col. Rajeev Srivastava (Retd.) 

He talked about mentoring in Armed Forces, quoting interesting real-life examples of army 

men. He discussed in detail as to why mentoring was required in Armed Forces; its role in 

developing leadership, motivation, enhancing performance; areas where mentoring was 

particularly required like physical and mental development, stress management etc. 

 

The Valedictory Session: 

The end of this FDP actually marked a new beginning as teachers were enlightened and empowered to 

become abler, better sensitized and capable mentors. The valedictory session was presided over by 

ARSD College Governing Body Chairperson, Prof. Renu Deswal and attended by the Treasurer, Prof. 

Sevi Murugavel, and College Principal Dr. Gyantosh Kumar Jha, among others. After Dignitaries’ 

addresses and vote of thanks by IQAC Coordinator, Dr. V. K. Arora, the certificates were distributed to 

the participants on the successful completion of the 7-day FDP. 
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List of Participants 

Sr.No. Name of the candidate Institute name/ affiliation 
Contact 

number 
Email Address 

1 Achingliu Kamei ARSD College 9810229060 achingliuk@yahoo.co.in 

2 Aggya Pandeya ARSD College 9899877078 aggya.du@gmail.com  

3 Ajeet Kumar ARSD College 9868888693 ajeet126@yahoo.com 

4 Amit Kumar Vishwakarma ARSD College 9990092899 amitphys17@gmail.com  

5 Amit Singh ARSD College 9811103698 amitsinghjnu@gmail.com  

6 Anamika Kadam   ARSD College 9899568092  jovialanamika@gmail.com 

7 Anil Kumar ARSD College 9990979847 kalotraanil21@gmail.com  

8 Anita Singh ARSD College 9968015810 anita.singh1965@gmail.com  

9 Anu Priya Arora ARSD College 9990022282 anupriya82@rediffmail.com  

10 Arun Kumar ARSD College 9971464870 arun.logan100@gmail.com  

11 Arvind Kumar ARSD College 9311558473 mishraarvind247@gmail.com  

12 Arvind Kumar Mishra ARSD College 9311558473 mishraarvind247@gmail.com  

13 Ashok ARSD College 9650802350 apoonia82@gmail.com  

14 Ashutosh Vishwa Bandhu ARSD College 8800240545 ashutoshvb@gmail.com  

15 Avanish Pratap Singh ARSD College 8588819244 apsrajput@arsd.du.ac.in  

16 Bachan Meena ARSD College 9899136578 bachanmeena@gmail.com  

17 Bajrang Lal Prashant ARSD College 
9968245898, 

7014319114 
bajranglal.prashant@gmail.com  

18 Baljeet Kaur ARSD College 9873291943 baljeet.kaur@rediffmail.com  

19 Beenu ARSD College 9717560347 beenuchauhan283@gmail.com  

20 Bhaskara Nand  ARSD College 9971882520 bhaskarpantdu@gmail.com 

21 Bhav Nath Jha ARSD College 9891833448 bnjhaphd@gmail.com  

22 Bhoomi R. Chauhan Parul Institute of Nursing 7016473104 cha_uhan@yahoo.in 

23 Bhupendra Singh ARSD College 9868932889 rajbhupendra81@gmail.com 

24 Bibhu Prasad Sahoo SGBT Khalsa College 9810829720 bibhusahoodu@gmail.com  

25 Chhaya ARSD College 9891639417 chhaya.chinmai@gmail.com  

26 Daya Bhardwaj 
Shaheed Rajguru College of Applied 

Sciences for Women 
9811239028 daya.bhardwaj@rajguru.du.ac.in 

27 Deepankar  ARSD College 9990179780  deepankar786du@hotmail.com  

28 Deepika ARSD College 9990187208 deepika.ujjainwal@rediffmail.com 

29 Dilip Kumar Gupta ARSD College 7042965217 gupta.dilipkumar01@gmail.com  

30 Geeta Devi ARSD College 
9210366735 - 

9891206455 

geetadevi77@gmail.com, 
geetadevi1854@gmail.com  

31 Geetanjali Batra ARSD College 9873295979 ms.geetanjali.batra@gmail.com  

32 Gyanendra Kumar Dyal Singh College 9818945540 gyandsc15@gmail.com  

33 Indrajeet Kumar Jha ARSD College 9911851530 indrajeetjha@gmail.com  

34 Indu Arora 
Shaheed Rajguru College of Applied 

Science for Women 
9891027157 aroraindu2004@gmail.com 

35 Kanchan Srivastava ARSD College 8860998008 versa.srivastava@gmail.com  

36 Kiran Shekhawat 
Bhartiya Skill Development 

University 
9828744414 kiranshekhawat77@gmail.com 

37 Kokila Negi ARSD College 9968181366 kokilaboris@gmail.com 

38 Lalit Kumar   ARSD College 9582182527 lalit.bittoo@gmail.com  

39 Lalita Kumari Lakshmi Bai college 9711131986 lalitakumari999@gmail.com 

40 Manika Jain ARSD College 9811337338 manika80@gmail.com 

41 Manish Kumar ARSD College 9718395746 manishphy2007@gmail.com 

42 Manisha ARSD College 9953856680 manishaupadhyay9@gmail.com  

43 Manju Dubran Satwati College (Morning) 9312491214  manjudubran21@gmail.com  

44 Manvendra Yadav ARSD College 8750528626 ymanvendra@gmail.com  

45 Mihir Kumar Jha ARSD College 9968456612 mihirjha371@gmail.com  

46 Mousumi Ray ARSD College 9810281872 anisumitaya@yahoo.com 

47 Naorem Premjit Singh ARSD College 
9968428605, 

9958862529 
premjit.naorem@yahoo.in 

48 Neeraj Mishra ARSD College 9650117275 neerajmishrarajdhani@gmail.com  
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49 Neetu Yadav ARSD College 9582112493 neetuyadav5432@gmail.com  

50 Nimalini Moirangthem ARSD College 9821350218 nimalinim@gmail.com  

51 Nisha Jha ARSD College 9910111986 nishajha2010@gmail.com  

52 Om Prakash Yadav ARSD College 9650156307 opy117@gmail.com  

53 Parminder Kaur ARSD College 9910802153  parminderdu@gmail.com  

54 Pinki Roy ARSD College 8700957544 pinkiroy94@gmail.com  

55 Prem Chand ARSD College 9868748848 prembarvar@gmail.com  

56 Priyanka Kulhari ARSD College 9313339119 priyanka19jan@gmail.com  

57 Puneet Sehgal ARSD College 
9953773236, 

9953773236 
puneetsehgal1988@gmail.com 

58 Purushottam Kumar Arya ARSD College 9971881441 purushottam-arya@fms.edu  

59 
RAGHAVENDRA 

PRAKASH DUBEDI 

Government Degree College, 

Churiyala(Haridwar)Uttarakhand 
9897775234 drpd.govt@gmail.com 

60 
RAHUL BHANUBHAI 

CHAUHAN 

Parul Institute of Business 

Administration 
7016473104 rj88chauhan@gmail.com 

61 Rajesh Chand Adarsh ARSD College 9811443356 rcadarsh@gmail.com 

62 Rajesh Kumar Pandey Dyal Singh College 
8130127606, 

9968554907 
drrajdu@gmail.com  

63 Ravinder Pant ARSD College 9999466944 ravinder7pant@gmail.com  

64 Renu Aggrawal ARSD College 9873709680 renugupta.hrc@gmail.com  

65 Rita Singh ARSD College 9654744068 ritasingh.singh88@gmail.com  

66 Ritu Bansal ARSD College 8745933096 ritu_bansal17@ymail.com  

67 Rubi Devi  ARSD College 9718267579 hrubideviDU@gmail.com  

68 Ruchika Kaura ARSD College 9968536360 ruchikakaura@gmail.com  

69 Sangeeta Jhajharia 
S.L.A.S., Mody University, 

Lakshmangarh 
7733009289 dr.sangeetajhajharia@gmail.com 

70 Shambhu Nath Dubey ARSD College 9818258933 dubeysn@gmail.com  

71 Shibani Phukan ARSD College 9811456747 shibaniphukan@gmail.com 

72 SHIVAM OHERI Aryabhatta College 9582266550 shivamoheri029@gmail.com 

73 Sneh Lata ARSD College 9811299194 sneh05@gmail.com  

74 Suman Dudeja ARSD College 9818073335 dudejasuman@gmail.com 

75 Vijay Narayan Mani ARSD College 9868601631 vijaym2004@gmail.com  

76 Vijika Pandey  ARSD College 9971792056  vijjika@hotmail.com  

77 Vikas  ARSD College 9971961377 kumarvikas21@gmail.com  

78 Vikram ARSD College 9882082278 vikranttandon09@gmail.com  

79 Yogesh Kumar ARSD College 9999254014 ykumar@arsd.du.ac.in  

80  Anil Kumar Rajdhani College 9350920366 anilyugpradarshi@gmail.com 

81 Amit Kumar  ARSD College 
9555787744, 

9990753410 
 amit4721@gmail.com 

82  Yogendra Lal Verma  ARSD College 9795229765 yverma97@gmail.com 
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